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I.

INTRODUCTION

In this thesis I hope to present a picture of the effect
the lite ot J!)igar Allan Poe had upon hls \lll"iting.

still is a controversial figure.

Poe was and

LfaD1' ot his biographers and

critics agree that the il.lnesaes and deaths ot those dearest

to him and the constant pressure ot outer tragic circumstances
plqed a great part 1n what be put dom upon paper.

others

teel bis drinking and dope-taking colored his outpourings.
There ia much emphasis pl.aced upon his ohlldhood dqa in England.
Some attention is paid

to his life 1n Richmond aa a bo7· There

are a tn on the other side who think he wrote pureq from

imagination •• without heart - though these latter critics are
in the minoritJ-.

In this thesis I am endeairoring to present each

or these

'V'iewpointe and to draw trom them a composite picture ot just how

11111Ch a great American poet and short story writer was affected

b7

the tragedy of bis own existence.

'lo do this I ma

utilizing the crl.t1c1sma of biographers according to the
periods when they wrote.

2

.Analysts ot Poe seem, upon stud;r, to fall into three different groupings -

those who wrote shortl.T alter his death,

those in the early twentieth centu?'1', am the ones in the present
I have selected these three periods because the biographers

day.

and critica in each seem to bear a definite kinship to one

another.
From the beginning there ·is an attempt at a psychological

explanation ot the relationship between Poe's lite and his writ-·
In general, thG critics and biographers

inga.

or

the early

period dwell upon his inner life bit give only a few concrete

evidences upon which to base their opinions.

Kore attention is

paid to hearsq or their own views than to genuine research on
the poet•s llf'e. The analysts in the first part

or

the twentieth

century are growing toward a psychological interpretation but have
not quite reached it -

they- are often lively and bitter bit pre-

sent more sound and fury than actual statements which one can

grasp.
But when one comes up to the present, one .f'inds Poe being

explored and dissected inside and out, more subjectively and more

realistical:cy-. It is this present period which gives the firmest
f'oundation for belief' in hOll'

and the teller or tales.

Poe~

the man • affected Poe • the poet

II.

EARLY CRITICS (18$0-1899)

Ou.t of the mists of til!IB appears once more the slight
figure of a man 'Whose life was one sombre repetition

or

tragedy

and whose writings are no less fraught with horror and glooa.
H01r much or the life ot Edgar Allan Poe had an eftect upon the

masterly tales of horror and the mourntul poetry be composed?
Kost of the earlier biographers and critics or this controwrsial figa.re dwell in generalities rather than in specif1c inci-

dents in explaining.the.relationship between the man•a lite and
his writings.

Concrete reasons for connecting reality nth

fiction in regard to his tales and poems are given in only a
fn instances.

Detinite evidence is sketchy, and it remains to

later biographers to fill the 1l1&DT gaps in the parts pure
imagination and actual events may have played.
Threaded through these earliest attempts to explain why
Poe wrote as he did is the theme that to the poet 1 hia lite was
a dream and his dreams realities.

Thia aeema to ne a very good attempt along ps70holog1cal
lines to provide a partial explanation tor Poe's weird stories

and poetry.

It seems a probability that in the latter part ot

his lite the haggard, rear-ridden man did indeed escape into his

dreams as often as possible.

'l'heae dreams, put on paper, were

so f"rightful at times that it is a miracle the man was not mad

long before his brain trembled on t.lle verge ot collapse.

ITen

as a young man, escape rrom reality was vital to hia sensitive

soul, in my estimation.
Bia early critics express this earnestly and Tariously'.
The way he thought and felt seems to these writers to have been
0128

reason for Poet e fiights into tancy.

Bis graver narratives and fantasies are often
related with an earnest simplicity, solemnity and
apparent fidell ty, attributable, not so much to a
deliberate artistic purpose as. to that power of
'Yivid and intense conception that made bis dreama
realities and his life a dream. l

'1'he earliest published poems

or Poe bring

forth the remark•

"The dominant idea is that or a waking thought -

from the dreams

ot youth. The dream was so bright, the realit,. so dull and disappointing.n2

PP•

l.

Sarah Helen Whitman, Edgar Poe and Bis Critics,

2.

John Phelps Fruit, !h!_ ~ .!!!!, !_d ~Poe's Poetry,

4o.Ja.

P• 16.

-

-

-

-

Mrs. Whitman f'1rmly states that Poe "otten spoke of the

imageries and incidents ot his inner lite as more vivid and
Taritable than those ot his outer experience.• 3
Cutting bluntly across these kindlier thoughts is one which

follovra the same line of reasoning but unsheathes the aurgeon•a
knife ot harsher criticisma
He was a dreamer• and his lite was, warp and

woot, mood and sentiment instead or act and thought.
When he came to poetic expression which must needs
be the genuine Jll&tlifestation of the soul's secret,
he had no wisdom and no romance to disclose, ot any

earthly reality, and he was forced to bring out his
meagre sto~ ot visionary tacts, to which his random
and morbid feelings alone gave credibility ••• The
pure~ imaginative character or his landscape ••• is
indicative or the obvious ract that he neYer regarded nature as anything but the crucible of his
fancies. 4

Still another critic declares&
In the case ot Poe there seems to have been
a real consistency between the tone of his wri tinge
and that ot his usual. reeling and thought.

The

dreary, ghastly and appalling ranciea of which his
tales are for the most part made up seem to have been
a tai thtul retlectioD of his own dreary, ghastJ.y and
appalling thoughts. ~

).

Whitman,~·~·,

P• 70.

4. George E. Woodberry, Edgar Allan .f2!., PP• 2so-2s1.
S.

Andrew

Boyd, "Edgar Allan Poe," Critical Essays of a
- -

Countu Parson, PP• 22$-226.

6

It mq be well at this point to look at the testimony ot
a gentleman who knew Poe during the last few 79ars ot the poet' a
lite.

Thomas Rolley Chivers was al.so a 'Wl'iter. .Among his papers

were tound several pages entitled •Bew Lite ot Edgar Allan
These have been recently edited and published.

to me to be the tai thful records or some

In them Chivers

or which
peculiar phase or

remarka1 "Kr. Poe wrote some seventy tales -

Poe~"

all

appear

his

mm being or mental rapture, at the time or their composition.•

6

The first concrete incident to base some ot the poet•a
writings upon comes in the almost universal declaration that his
stay in England as a boy and his attendance at school at Stoke-

lewington left such a lasting impression on him that it carried
over into his works.
It is not pntisumng too much upon the
probabilities to suggest that much of the
gloom and glamor which pervade Poets writings
orig1nated in the strangeness and isolation
ot his position••• The dreamy walks ••• and
mouldering dwellings that· then abounded •••
could not fail to exercise a marked 1nt'luence

upon a mind aa morbidl.Y sensiti'Ve to impressions as waa Poe•s. 1 ~

A slightly dU'terent idea ot the influence ot Stokelfewington crops up in the mind or one ot the biographers ot
this early period1

6. Thoma Holley Chivers, !!!!, .2! !2!.• pp. 78-79.
1. John R. Ingram, Edpr Allan

!!2. Opinions,

I, P• 1.4.

f.2!. - !!!:,!. JM!,

Letters

1

His residence there seems to have 1eft deep
marks or remembrance upon his mind, nor is it unlikely that,the delight in the ancient, which '
afterwards characterized him, sprang partly f'rom
,this early familiarity 'Wi1:h a memoraule past. not
19t vanished tram the qe and hand.
.

"William Wilson" is definitely declared to be autobiographi-

cal, and it is pointed out how much like Stoke-Newington the
description

ia.

One writer comments that in this tale "Poe gives

tram the mouth ot his hero a bitter and truthru.l picture

or

bis

own young manhood• ,.9

A more thorough pronouncement states1

'l'he ardour, the enthusiasm and the imperiousness which are declared to have rendered the
William Wilson ~ the story a marked character
among his schoolmates, so that by slow and natural
gradations he obtained an ascendency over all not
greatly older than himself, '1JJa1" eaf'ely' be assumed

to represent Poe's own idiOQ11crasias, even at

this early epoch of his lite. A consistency ot
passion and thought, however diverted or thwarted
b;y' occasional circumstance runs through Poe's whole
career and what was truly represented or him at the
first is found a faithful. portraiture at the last. 10

Travelling on to a particular set

two

or

or Poe's

tales, one finds

his earlier biographers in firm agreement on the group

about "'Berenice," "Ligeia11 and "llorella." Concerning nLi.geia",
"we look

into the haunted chambers

or the

poet 1 s

own mind and

8. Woodberry, .21?,• £ll•, P• 16.

9. Sarah r. Bolton, "Edgar Allan

Authors, p. 164.

10. Ingram, S?.•

.!:.!!•,

p. ]9.

Poe,~

Famous A.rmrican

8

see, as through a veil, the strange experiences

or

his inner

lite.n 11
And, declares Ingram,

llo writer or repute has more

thorough~.un

the secrets or his imagination and more
clearly disclosed the workings or his brain than
has Pee and in none ot his writings have these
autobiographic glimpses been more abundantly
vouchsafed than in •••"Berenice" - indeed it

bosomed

may be better described as an essay on tis
author's idiosyncracies than as a tale.

Kuch credence is given to the stories ot the young Poe
weeping over Hrs. Stanard's grave.

Th.ere is a definite belief

expressed that these lonely vigils formed the basis tor many or
Poe' 8 thoughts 1n later life and that they 1'8re in the back

or

his mind when he wrote many ot his poems. 13

One biographer believes that when he haunted Krs. Stanard ta

tomb
Bis young heart caught the first faint notes

ot that paean of passionate regret and self-sprung
terror which afterward, struck on his lyre, becama
the Io 'l'riumphe or despair. The f'ascination ot
this lady did not cease nth her lite but gm with
his years; the direct experience or death in her
loss was the ground on which his imagination long
worked and determined the early bent or his mind.
ton.rd a sombre super-naturalism ••• thrcngh all the
unconscious transrarmations ot time and genius, the

ll. Whitman, ,S?.• ~·, P•
12. Ingram, !2•

. 13~ Ynrl.tman,

s!i•,

!}?.•

h6.

P• llS •

~·, p.

S4J Ingram,

3!,• ~·, P• )3.

9

individuality ot Poe is plain~ discernible in
two or its marked traits - bis tendency to
. idealize a woman' a memory, and the kins~ or
his emotional beliefs w1 th superatition.

There is an attempt to relate "The ColloqUT ot Monos and
tTna" to Poe's reported visits to the tanb of Jlrs. Stanard. 15
Both Mrs. Whitman and John Phelps Fruit make rerereme to

Poe's mind as being a "haunted palace." It is stated that Poe'•
p091l

"The Haunted Palace" "ls significant in view of the tact

that it is designed~ a piece ot self-portraiture." 16
These earlier biographers express the first belief that Poe

could write purely from his mind and not his heart.

Mrs. Whit-

man refers to this idea as expressed by others and thinks, with
some reluctance, that this may 1 in part at least, be true. 17

0.n.e writer declares emphatical:l1"1

"He leaves his heart in

climes or his om imaglning, apart with beings or his om

thought.• 18
To another critic it se~s that:"the imperfections or his
life have set their stamp upon his worlc. ''Poe wrote nothing that
exacted continuous thought or labor, nothing that demanded a

J.4.

Woodberry, .22.•

.2!1•,

PP• 23-24.

.3'·

15. Ingraa, .22,• ~·, P•
16. Fruit' .22. .2ll· , p. $1.

.!!!!•, P• 44.
18. Fruit. 21?· 2!!·, p. 83.
17. Wh1tmm1, .2e•

10

prolonged errort or thought or reasoning."

Painting a rather cold
biographer

remarks~

~d

picture

19

or

'

the poet, one

.

An artist primarily, wh.ose skill, helped
the first sensitive and perceptive powers
in himself' t was developed by thought, patience
and endless self-correction into a subtle deftness or hand unsurpassed in its own work, he
belonged to the men or culture instead or those
by

of originally perfect powerJ bit. being girted

with the dreaming instinct, the myth-making

facul

v,

the alle gorizing. power, and 1d.th no

other poetic element ot high genius, he exer-

cised his art in a region or vague feeling,
symbolic ideas and f .mtastic imagery and vought
his spell large}1' through sensuous effects of
color, sound and gloom, heightened b7 lurking
but unshaped suggestions ot mysterious meanings •••
In tmagina ti.on, as in action, his was an evil
genius J 8nd in its realms or revery he dwelt
alone. 2
Chi.wrs comments "His art was nothing but Art, without a
particle of ltature to enliven it.n 21

In "Berenice" and "The Domain or Arnheim" are seen allusions
to the poet•a dream

or

ancestral splendor, and

or

"Berenice," it

is said:

Perhaps the most representative -

the

almost prophetic - record or its au.thor's
idiosyncracies; the trait which through after
lire would have most. faithf'ully portrayed him,
is contained in these words oft.he tale: "In
the strange anomaly or my existence, feelings

__

with me bad never been or the heart ~nd
passions always were or the mind.a 2

__________

m:r

......19. W. B. Davenport Adams, •Edgar Allan Poe," Wrecked
Lives or Ken Who Have Failed, P• 310•
20. Woodberry; 3?.• s!l•, P• 3h9.
21. Chivers,~· ~·t P• 87.
22. Ingram, 22,. .=!!:.• , p. 116.

11

Poe•s preoccupation·w:tth death· is viewed aa a part of
his own· philosophy that the dead are not truly dead blt that ·

'

'

.

they are still conscious , or the ¥rlng.

' 2.3

'

The statement is

made that "Horeuan "allu<les to the notion that the consciousness ot our identity is not lost at death and that sentience
survives the entombment." 24
There is rairly universal agreement among all the biographers

that "Annabel Lee" was Virginia. Bu.t there appears remarkably
little reterance to

llrs~

Poe's influence on Edgar's authorship

among this first group of critics.
Worth7 of note in this respect is the testimoq of a gentle-

man who knew Poe well, a certain Mr. John R. Thompson. His impressions

or

Poe, written after the poet's death and edited much

later by James H. Whitty and James H. Rindfleisch, declare con-

cerning Virginia that•
The Lenores and Helens

ot

Poe had no counter-

parts on this euth of ours; they were not sketched
from the tair young woman mo gladdened with her

presence his cottage at Fordham -

they existed only

in that airy world which his imagination lighted up
so rlrldlyJ · ••• rrom that. sphere they look down upon
us with their calm, violet eyes, the most beauteous
apparitions2~ver conjured up by the spells or en-

chantment.

23.

24.

_

77.
-Ibid.; p. 117.
Ibid~,

~·

p.

2,. John. R. Thompson,
Edgar Allan !2!,1 p. 30.

!'!!!. Genius !!!,!! Character !!:_

However, Poets ccmteq>orary, Chivers, aqa ot "Eleonora"
that it "ia a moat beautii\ll unique aa well aa graphical.17

although high1" idealized tar his wife.• 26
true -

record or his early low

Ingram gt. vea a more thorough dismuusion ot Poe than any

ot t.he other (:sarl:y biographers. 'ftiere are

Wlt\7

ot Poe's

stories and poems he believes to have been related straight

trom

the poet's Ute.

Ingram also makes reference to

"Eleonora" as being 'ft'l"itten about Poe, his rite and his motherin-law. 27
Ingram's is the_ f'i:rst reference to "Arthur' Gordon P,m• aa
being

a description of' Edgar bimselt.

Dreams ot the day and or the night are
plentU"u.l in Poe•a narrative and are rather
JU.ore typical ot the psychological introspection or the poet than or the healtf\y animal.ism and muscular energy or the sailor. 26 ..

Thia same biographer com.ents that Roderick Usher in "The
Fall of the House of Usher" is the sort of person Poe rished to
believe be resembled. 29

26. Chivers, $?.•

21. Ingram' .s?•

~·, p. 19.

!:!!•,

28. ~·t P• lSO.
29. ~., P• 161.

p. 137.

13

Ingram speaks ot Poe's youthf'Ul attachment to Elmira
B07ster as playing a large IS rt in his earlier poetey, saying
that this was woven "like a misty· .autobiographic reminiscence

through the initJ.al. version ot his •Tamerlane t., tt 30
· This author believes. that Poe •a walks in the mountains
around Cha.rlottesv.ille suggested some

or bis

stories t in par-

ticular "The Tale or the Ragged Uountains.• 3l
Ingram dives into the terrible story ot "The Black Cat"
and emerges triumphant with the

decla.~tion

that Poe truly lOYed

'•

animals and was writing realistically or that love.

Jte explains a

Throughout lite, a !nOrbid senaitiTeness to
affection was one or Poe•s most distinguishing
traits, and it was the want.

or

this whioh drove

him frequently to seek in the society or dumb
creatures the love denied him or which he s§ie•
, times believed denied him by hum&n beings.

Ing.ram also touches upon Poe's tey"Stery stories and comments that the subject in "The 'Mysteey ot llarie Roget" "was

peculiarly suited to the mind of Poe, a mind in which mathematical accuracy was balanced by lof'iyimagination tinged by auper-

st1tion." 33
Another of Poe·t a biographers expresse~ his view
disputed Ulalume:.

30• ~· t P•
31..

!E!!• ,

P•

41•
25S •

32:. ~~ 1 P• .26')). !!?,!!!.,·pp. 23S-236.

or

the

The criticism that rinds in th• ballad
he thus wrote merely a whi!lsical experiment
in words has little to go on. It is more
likely that, taking into consideration, too,
the lack ot tinish in conjunction with the justness ot touch in its essential atl'\lCture we have
in this poem the most spontaneoua, the most unmiatakal:il.7 ·genuine utterance or Poe 1 the moat
clearly self'-portraying work or hie hand. That,

to most readers, it is unintelligible and 1s sug-

gestive Of hUlllQl' rather than Of pathoe, onl.T
shows bow tar Poe was now removed, through ont
and another influence, from normal humanit7. J4

Altogether, the main emphaaia ot Poe•a earlier biographers
is upon hie inner thoughts and fancies, llith acme reference to

how his 01.1ter lif'e affected that inner Ute and in that way

entered his stories. It remains for his later biographers to
cover pa1natald.ng]1' matiy' more

ot

bis tales and poems and·

connect them. with incidents in hia lite.

to

lS

Ill. CRITICS FROM 1900 TO 192$
A greater wealth ot material on which to base the conclusion
that Edgar Allan Poe wrote often in an autobiographic vein strikes
the eye as soon as one crosses the threshold ot the twentieth cen-

tury. In the first quarter of the 1900 1s, several ot Poe•s
critics sum up their beliefs

or the

ettect his lite had on bis

writing in a muoh more decided way ihan did his earliest biog-

raphers.
Rarely has an artist stood so little outside ot
that which ~! created, never did one so live within
his works.
Poe achieved such complete success in torcibl.7
presenting his concepts and in minutely and realistical]T detailing the ideas and sentiments which
characterize his stories, that it i~ difficult to
dissociate the Work from the ltan. 3

35.

Hanns Heinz Ewers, Bdg:r Allan

)6. John
Stud{, P• 2.

w.

.f2!,

P• 38.

Robertson,ll.D., Edgar A. Poe, A P!E!hopathic
- - -

16

The qualit'y ot the un:na~ral beauty in Poe•e
poetry eprings f.rom Poe• a eel.£. It is the eecret

of hie own eoul, the color ot his own 8Pirit. It
1• the projection of bis own experience and Poe
had great pogr in projecting experience beyond

the actual. 37

One

ot

.

the first thing• to strike the researcher in th1e

•middle period" is the influence attached to Poe•a.auppoaecl
vllitationa to the grave of Mrs. Stanard,. about whom he wrote

the 1llftorta1 "To Belen.• Thia point,

~ht

crttt by the earlier

biographers, is oarr.led still further b7 this srcnrP•

It na during these lonesome viglle that he
became taaoinated by the unfathomable 11J1Sterioa
ot the other world, which impressed. his whole lite
and muob ot h18 lite work. To hie mind and heart
the dead, although unseen, were ever present, seeing,
Jmaldng• hearing hill. Those Jlidrdght churchyard
vigils 11'1th their unforgotten memories furnish a
ke1' to acme ot the st.range, a,ysterioua oircmlsatancea
of his extnordinar,r life. In those eilent• solitary
comunions with the beloved dead, question• arose 1n
the sombre cbamben·ot his imagination which were
long afterward. rtmembftecl in the llU8ioal cadences

ot hie etatel;r verse.3tS

.

I\ :la also brought out that hie aolitaey vieita to Ura.
Stanard'• tomb "developed that belief' in a pa1ntul survival of
sense 1n the decomposing corpse.• 3'

37. Jeannette Uarka, Genius,!!!!! Riaaater. P• Sl.
·

38. Eugene L. Didier, The Poe Cult and Other Poe P!Ewa,
PP• 103-104.
- - -

17

And yet, in connection with bis constant writing and rewriting of tales that dealt with death,

it is declared thata

Poe did not love deathJ he did not celebrate
the charms of doubt or ot darkness or ot separation.
Re abhorred them. The desolate lover 1n "The Raven"
does not acquiesce in "Nevermore.• It flouts and
belies every instinct am intuition of his heart.
And in every 1>0em. and story ot Poe• s over which
darkness seems to brood, there is the unmistakable
note of spiritual protest.J there is the evidence
or a nat,ure so attuned to love and light, to beauty
and hartaol\T that denial or separation from them is
a veritable death-in-life. Poe fathomed. darkness
but climbed to the lightJ he beco.me the world's spokesman for those dwelling within the shadow but bis feet
were alread1 upon the upward, slope. Out or it all he
emerged victor, not victim. 40
·

A ditferent theory on Poe•s devotion to the theme ot death
is .given by one critic who saysc

· He had the ego.mania of the degenerate, a
fact which shows itself strild.ngq in his art
through bis preoccupation with death. In hie
poetry and prose alike the tear ot death as
numbing the precioup_ core or Ptll"fJOnality is an
obsession w1 th him.41.
low at. last we come to the being I feel had one ot the greateet
intluencea upon Poe -

Virglnia, his wife.

He loved, in this pale childish .figure, of
such sickly grace, perishing through invisible
causes-this gradual death of the carnal nature-the incarnation of his own morbid ideal formed

-

ho. c.

Alphonso Smith, Edgar ill.an Poe -

Bim1 PP• 71:-72•

-

-

How to Know

-

- -

18

of beauty and death. The poor consum:ptive, like
the Helen of his childhood devoted to a. premature
end, us the li'Ving prototype of hie Ligeiaa, hia
llorellas and his Eleonorae, as later ot his
Leonores and tJlalum.es, all Smpal~ble heroines,
consumed by a mysterious mal adT.uz
Hot quite so coldq ans.qtical are the words ot anotheibiographer who speaks of Virginia as having been the inspiration

tor •Annabel tee• and declares that "The poe11l ought to 1q forever the absurd contention that Poe never real.11' loved her.• 43
Sherwin Cody', Hanna Heinz Ewers, and Eugene Didier all pq

tribute to Poe• s having immortalised his

stories

am poems.

~

wife in bi•

'!'bat some of his works were brought forth :ln

torture over the thought ot her illness ia here first mentioned.
"In •Lenore•, in 'Annabel Lee•, in
balmed the memor.r

44

•Eulalie• ... Poe em-

ot his wite 1n immortal dirges~tt 4S

low comes the role alcohol and dope are believed to have

played in the poet's outpourings, One critic declares emphatical.:Qrt
"He•••moulded works o:t imperishable beauty out of alcohol and

laud.amnl.• h6
In a sort of env;ying eoatas,y, this same admirer o:t Poe pro-

claims•

fa.•

Stewart, .,2£• .=!!,• t PP• 13-14•

43.

Smith.t !E,• ~•t P•

44.

ltwertJ, ~· ~·1 P• 20.

23h.

4S• Didier, S?• S!•1 P• 209.
46. Ewers, .22• ~·• P• 3.
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He got drunk purpose]31 he did it in order to
get the drunkard•s understanding from which he later
on1 ,perhaps ,.ears later, could create new art values.

Such intoxication ia no delight, it is an unbearable
torture, consciousq desired only by ·.him ·on 'WhGse
brow the living mark of art is branded •. 47

ot Poe•s 110rks is devoted

A large part of one critic's aurtey

to a :minute dissection by stories in an attempt to show how opium

am

laudanum. bad a share in the com:position of each. .

,".

, ,
Every paragraph 1n "The Fall ot· the Howre ot
Usher" writes iteelf as drug work ••• Take tor ex•

ample'the somatic distress due to opium, tortured
aenaitivenesa to llgh\1 to odors, to sounds. All
this preoccupation wtth diaease 18 characteriatio
ot the narcotized mind.48

"Eleonora• is also cited, with its riot of colore

and
.
and emelle and lights, as having come from drug-dreams. h9
.

,

'

'

I

•

•

I

.

'

j,

,

,•

8 Ulalume1'

.

'

"',

1

'

is attributed to opium and

..

'

!

v

~'

....

alcohol~. 8 1'he

Pit and

the Pendulum" to opium.·$()

That he made use or opium we find suggested.
in bis earlier works-in the. reveries ot "Morella,•
ot '*Berenice" and later in "The Assignation, a as also
. in certain passages in "Loss of Breath" and •The
oval Portrait,,• both of which were •Mndnatecl in
later revised forma
ot these ta.lee.
J

48 •.

47.

Ibid., P•

13•

Jlarks- _,2£• cit., P•. 21.

49• ~·· P• 22.•
SO•: !?!!!•1, P•· 167. ,
$1~ Steft.r\t, 21?• ,S!•t
.i

P• 1$..

sound.a

'.·
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It is at one point declared that alcohol undoubtedly was the
cause of the deterioration of Poe's llterar;r prod.uctiona-aa well

as of the disintegration

or his lite.' S2

Yet another writer thinks it •probable that some of bis best

writings are the direct result of alcohol.• He c1tea "The
Assignation• as one 11bi.ch •reeks of alcohol" and remarks tha't

•it displays alike the power and the weakness of the delirioua
imagination which flows !roll the

Stewart aeeme

~.belieit•

bot~··· S3

that.

the

obaesaion with madness

in Poe's writing ca.me partq trom his drinldng.

Be declaiu

that tear is a prominent feature ot Poe• s 1t0rks and reports•
Poe, alooholic1 was condemned to pl\Ysical tear-- .
be as condemned to bor.ror. We know from his biography
that he was a victim ot !righttul vision8 •••ts it then
surprising that bis genius should begin to exploit this
fantastic legaey of alcoholic terrors inherited from
his ancestors· and actively enlarged through bis om ·
acquisitions? . To thi~ -~ added the influence of
opiwn which lema to spontaneous visions of terror ·
attributes of eternity and immensity• His genius
worked on the wilcL:tissue of delirium and gossamer

tabrlcotdreams.5li

Again n

.

step into the field ot the believere in the Poe

without a heart, the Poe whose mind could build magnificent cold
mansions lfithou.t tru.q human inmates and create tales and poems

completel.1' dawid ot :reeling.
~2.

w.

S3.
Sh•

Horman Douglas, "Edgar Allan Poe,• Experiments, P•

C• Brownell, .•Poe•, American Prose Vasters, P• 231.

S~,

!>J?• .,2!!•1

P• 22.

m.
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One of these critics declaresl

In all his work there is an ·absence of the man
behind the artist or, if he reveals himself at all, ·
hia personality is not pleasant. It is the Uteral'1'
artist, not the man, who interests the r~der in all
Poets work 1 whether iri poetry or prose• .5.5
Thia viter seems to believe Poe

~tally

unreal and inhuman.:

He comments judiciously' that in the poems, there can be discovered
no thought.
!hey are merely variations on life and ita lost
illusions in. which Poe uses words instead of musical
notes. Suprem!,.melod7 atones for lack ot thought or an.r
real emotion. !;)()

Fitchdeclare11 ttpoe•s poetical genius delighted in pictures

ot woe. :tt moved

with the greatest treed.om when depicting

·

blighted. love and ruined lives.u

S7

·

Poe the artist with a command for words and a so.perb technique
apart from any connection ldth realit;r ia portrqed.
Whether the tale deal pro feasedJ.1' with abnonsal.
life or 'With rational life, its seemliness and beau\J"

persuasive power come simp].;r from Poe's immense
cleverness as a constructive artist, as a technician,
bom bis abilit;r to play tunes on temperaments, not
from his honest command of human life and character. SB

and

The same critic believes that•
In all that he does, in the material that he uses,
in the characters that he conjures up to carry on the

S>·

George Hamlin Fitch, 11Art of Ed.gel' Allan Poe1 11 Great
SP!!:!tual; Writers!?£ America, P• )0.

-

~.· Ibid •• P• 31.

,8. Oates, S?•

.s!.!•i

I

PP• 116-117.
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aotion of his stories, in hia methods ot weaving
together incident and desc1'1pt1on and situation and
action, Poe 11 rad1cal.1T artit1o1al, a calculator ot
etteot!i a :reckless scorner or tao\ and of literal

truth.71

In a grand summation ot what he feel.a about the poet,
Oates declares 1

B1s intellect ns real.J everJ"thing else about

b1m ns exquisite feigning. His passion, his human
8J11Pathy, h!s love ot nature, all the emotions that
go into h!a tiotion, have a counter.t'eit unrealit7

Not that tbq are actually bJpocr1t1cal,
unaubstanti~ mimetic, not the
expression ot a genuine nature.
about them.

but that thq seem

Another or1t1o comments that Poe
telt that he was aloneJ 1- had no sense ot
tellonbip that could be called either mental or
eaotional ••• miere he anal.7zea suttering, tbe interest
la intellectual. Where be describes lcmt, the ex•
perienoe deaoribed ta abnonnal tor two reaaona1
because it la outside the uaual. and the interest 1s
an&4rt;1cal or intellectual rather than appa.thetio, 61
One ot the poet•a more severe judges th1.nkat

Not whatsoever things are lcmtl.7 and ot good re•
port but whatsoever things are ef'teotive wre hie
preoooupation. IntensitT ot et&ect was accOl'di!lgl.J'
bis end and artifice his meana. 2 - It is deolareda

S9. llzW• , P• ll.8.
60. .DJ4• 1 PP• 127•128.
61. Marks 1 Jm•

lil• 1

P• S2.

62. BrOWJl9ll.t ml• .sdal•, P• 221.
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In instinctive recalcitraney to the general
constitution of things he passed hia lite 1n ·
Jdcldng against its pricks and produced hia .
literature in the process. Inevitabq the falae,.
the ug]T and the wrong attracted hill since the
established standard is of ·the good, the beautiful

am the tru.e. 63
The part Poet a conscience

played in hia outpourings works

its way to the .tore with this group ot

viters~

It ie stated.a

"If we a.re to credit. his quasi-biograp}J1' 'William Wilson'', he ·

experienced here the tJ.rat awakening of a morbid conscience.• 64
Ewers 111th bis customary raptures over the master exclaims

ltas there ever been a criminal whose deeds created

a mart.JTdoa for him such as the Poet felt for crimes which
he had never committed? For Poe in his dreams, which
hia onl.T actual lite, is not on3¥ the mu.rderer but
also the victim. Be hmm.res bia enemy while still alive
in a cellar. And it is he himself' who is u11 ed. in.
(•Cask of Amontillado") Be mu.rders, because he met1 ·
the man with the eagle eye - he buries him under the
planks and the heart which is beating below thie and
which at last discloses the deed, is again hie own.
(•The Tell-Tale Rear&:> We find the double ot"N1lliam
Wilson• eveJ71fhere. ;,
1l'8r8

In d.eaUng step b7 etep with some of hia 1'l"it1ngs1 we find.

"Enreka• described. as ·containing "more ot Poe's matured pereonality,. more ot his spiritual autobiograpey-, than any other
product

ot his pen." 66

-

Ibid., P• 22S.
S tewart, op. cit~ 1

~ers,

--.21?.•

Smith, ,S?•

.. ~

p.

~·, PP•

!!!••

9•

37.38.
P• 66.

And yet, or this

same workt

:."·

After the brain Iner· caused by the death of hU
beloved Virginia•••Poe brought forth trom the ohaotic
depths of his thoughts.the bold though tottering
edifice of
Poe pontitex, Poe reveler, Poe
f ounier of

•Eureka.•

a sect• mch is the last evolution

~

the

intuitive p~sopher .carr1ed.111t'B.7 by ecstatic madness. 67
Inventivenesa coupled with idealism. in the train of personal

f'eeling is set forth•
One who casts an

ere over his work is

at once struck
The most personal of his
tales• such as •Berenice" 1 ltJlorella11 , •Ligeia•1 •The Fall
of the House of Uoher"and "lileonoratt on the one hand.1
•The Aasignation•, •silence•• •Shadow" am •The Red Death•
on the other, as wGll as ttw:t.lHn Wilaonn, 9 The Black
Cat• 1 11'.fhe Tell•Tale Heart• 1 and .•The Imp of the Perverse•
seem to have issued spontaneousq .f'rom the dark deptha of
his being...One 'IDST say that he is realist u well aa
idealist tor when he wishes he :lmitates
so 1relJ.
that apparentl1' he himself believes 1t.

·by the richness of invention.

ElJ81it7

In "Ulalume•, one critic gives his belief that Poe ia 'lll'iting

ot wandering, forgetful, and for once at peace, on the anniversar,y

ot Virginia•• death.

But. Psyche, his inner self, keeps 'ftl'ning

him that something is w.rong. He p11ihea the foreboding awq and auddenl¥ comes upon the tomb.

ltJ!emol"T returns 1d.th an added

pang because of the interim of forgetfulness.• 69

•There is
muterq defense

:Of "The Purloined. Letter"t

ot autobiograptv'

1n Poe• s

mthematical faculties conjoined.• 70
67.
68.
69.
10•

· Stewart, ,21?• .sll•i P• 26.

-.

Ibid., P•

2.4.

Smith, S?,• .s!•J P• 22S.
~·.t P• 2~6.

an umnistakable note
or the poetical and

25

...

· "For Annie•' We.a writ.ten "f.or Mra. Annie Richmond of Lowell,

uaas.' what

with her husband was a devoted and helptul f'riend

ot the Poe family. It is a tribute to love." 71
.An altogether different approach to "William Wilson• greets

the reader 1n one instances
Poe, in writing •William Wilson• did exhibit
conBU111D1ate psychological acumen. It is a stor:r
dreadtul in its keen psyoho•analysis but it was not
necessarily a personal experience, though he wrote
in the first person. 72

Thus this second group or biographers carey along the thesis

or the

intluence

or Poe•s life

upon his writing.

They are delving

further into psychological explanations, but their outlines are
rough-hewn.

They see the light but cannot quite make it bear

tul.l.y upon the poet, giving only glimmerings that shine brightly
and

then fade into shadow.

It remains to present-day writers to

exchange the lantern tor a powertul electric light to search out
the recesses of Poe's innermost being and outermost living.

71. Ibid., P• 231.
72. Robertson, op. cit., p. 147.
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IV. PRESENT•DAY CRITICS (1926 to Now)
The ettect ot arriving

1n one•a

research at the tbreahold

or aoclern cr1tics 1'a. as though one had been beating one's way
through tangled wood1an4 and at last had eeen a clear road ahead.
Hera

ttna1l7 are tacts to dig into, clear thinking, and a muoh,

IDUCb broader insight into all of Poe's lite and the lnfluence 1t
exerted on his livelihood•

Curiousl:T enough 1 references to Poe •a

d&J'll aa a soldier

appear first 1n the works of these most recent biographers.
Perhaps the reason his earlier or1t1oa do not point to hie life
1n the 8'l!lfrT ·as having laid the groundwork

tor some ot ·hie tales

ia that he tried to out such IQ'8ter.v over this period h11118elt1
and let

it appear that he had been abroad. lost pronounoed ot

all the stories gained from it ie,•The Oold•Bug." Here descriptive scenes from Poe•a

lons

ott

oout are vividJ.7 d1spl4J'*l. One ot

the South Clarollna

sojourn on Sullivan's Island

bis more prominent biographers notes that 1n both ••The
Ool.d•Bug' and 1The Balloon

Hoax••

Poe introduces reminiscences

27

of hia atq at Sullivan'• Island and in Charlaat.on 1lh1l8 a
soldier in the United States A.rtq, and in •The Oblong Boxt,
be makes uae

ot information obtained during the aae period

concerning points along the coast

or

the Carol.inAe.• 13

Another author commanta1
That his &l'VJY' semce was not unprofitable wae

ahom

by

the amount'ot information aoaumlated

or

pirates' treasure• gold bug• and the aighta and
sou.rids ot 'the ocean which became hia backgl'Olmd tor
later manuscripta ... On Sullivan's Islam was a
magntticent beach, with the OUll' Stream on ane side
and low aamhilla on t.he ialan:t. There ware palmetto treea, etrange birds, eea turtles and beetles.
In this enviromen.t, Poe epent, bis &pare time a tor•
ing away memOl"iea that were to come to litl t. in
•The Oo'1!-Buan and other stories, a few 7eara
latv.
Another writer believes that

~om

hia time 1n the army

came directly much of his material f'or •The
Gold-Bug", 11The Oblong Bax"• "The Ian that waa tJaed
Up•, "The Balloon Hoax", and bits or the melanohol;f

aoeft8J'1', and eea and light ertects wbioh, from the
time ot hie IQjourn in Carolina t haunt so l!lUOb of
hie J)Oetl"'J'• 75-

Allen adds that Poe deaorlbea Sull1Ta11'a Island at the atan

ot his tala. He comments thats
In other atoriea and poems tb81"8 are to be
found distinct traces or hie (Poe•a) visits to

Charleston and the hinterland. 'nle Uou.ae of tJaber t
1 tselt t may well be aome old, orumbling and crackedwalled colonial mansion found aolder.1.ng in the

73. JCillis Campbell, The ll1nd or Poe and other Studies,
---- - - - - - P• "1"16
~ •
.
?b. Williaa Bau.r, Jr., "Edgar Allan Poe, Author and Poet.,•

----1s.

lot All Warriors, p •. 162.

He"81' Allen, Iaratel 1 P• l

n.
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Carolina woods, as it was left.desolate by the
hands of the marauding British, surrounded by
its swamps and gl00Uf3" woods, cypress-stained
tarns and ita snake-haunted Indian.'.moats. To
see these is instantly to ·be reminded or descrip ti ons by Poe. The :whole country about, in
fact, was ·one peculiarly in sympathy with bis
mare lonely and aslancholy moods. The vault

described at the end ·of "The Sleeper.,• a poem
written in its first form about lB3lt recalls
almost 11 ter~ some or the great family tombs

-;ei the

on the plantations about Charleston,
aem:S.-feudal pomp that surrounds them.

Still another biographer states "The region ••• surrounUng
Charleston made a lasting impression upon Poe.

Uost definite,

...

ot course 1 was the inspiration which led later to the writing
ot 'The Oold-Bag•... To bis hero, Legrand,
usual, some

or hi.a

Poe attributes 1 aa

own trai~.and habits.• 71

Another new point remarked in studying Poe 1 a preaent-dq
biographers is that the influence
made quite evident.

or

his lite in Richmond is

Heretofore, the effect

ot

any one place

upon Poe (except tor Stoke-Wewington) has not been mentioned.
And surely, 'it anything is to haYe an effect upon a writer, the

spot where he waa reared must!

It is stated tha'° ~

ln two of the stories that deal with voyages
on board ship - nThe Narrative ot Arthur Oordon

P.Ym" and "I.the Prenature Burial," Poe undoubtedl7
referred to his former Richmond wrroundings.

In

the first story he attempted to conceal this

-Arthur Bobson

16. Ibid•; p. 179.
77.

Quinn, Edgar Allan

!!?!.,

PP• 129·1.30.
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·reference, but·it is generally' conceded that

Richmond furnished both characters and back. ground.

'l'he long •Harrative" invo1ves incidents

that reveal Poets knowledge or a ship.from the
keel to the maintopsail and trom. the bow to·ttia
stem, not to mention the skill• employed in
sailing. ' In the second story Poe etated that
his adventure occurred near Richmond 1 in Virginia t
on board a small sloop ••• Poe's voyage to England
was not necessar,y to teach bis the parts or ships
and the waya ot sailors. He could have learned
these a: a barefoot boy climbing aboard the sloops

and schooners chartered by Bl~s aa:l Allan and
other merchants ot Richmond. 7
:
·.
One ot Poe's friends in Richmond days was Ebenezer Burling,

and Kiss Bondurant points

aut

that

most scholars agree that Burling furnished
the prototype for the character of Augustus Barnard
in "The B'arratlve or Arthur Gordon Pym.a and that one
of Poe•a and Burling•s adventures with this boat on
the James gave Poe the idea tor the preliminary

voyage in "The Narrative.• 19

Further evidence toward this thesis notes that "with Burling,
Poe ••• had a boat on tba Jmms which seems to baTe been the genesis

or the little pleasure yacht mentioned at the beginning or 'Arthur
Gordon Pymi !"

8

~

It seems a probabilit,. that

801!8

or

the stories Poe wrote

indicated his newing the blsiness world in whioh his roster

rather 1'0rked, but Qnly' one author gives &l\T report ot this ll'hen
he

describes a tale which cert.ainq bears the unmistakable stamp
78.

Agnea JI. Bondurant, Poe's Richmond, pp. 202-203.

79.

~.,pp.

80. Allen, .21?..

220-221.

.2ll• ,

p. 19.

ot Poe• s Nlations

'Iii th Allan.

Of the interriewa with John Allan and
and
Allan together w1 th the prOVincial and mercan-

or his lite abwt .the warehouse or Ellis

tile clap-trap or the conversation enjoyed there,
Poe has left ua a neat but eardonic picture in
t.he t.binly diag11ised autobiographical satire ot
"The Literary Life or Thingwa Bob, Esq.• - nor
doea he forget in an amused way ~ hint at his
own naive literary aapirationa.

Let. ua take a alightly different Yin

ot

OW"

old friend

"Arthv Oordon Py/JI', who certainly was the nemesla in the tragic
lit~

of' a poet who "in hie laat delirium••• imagined himself to

be, like Pym, dying of thirst and called repeated'.11" on

Mend to deliTer him.•
.

82

One wr1 ter completeb" explores the story in his belief that

· the tale wae baaed on Poe•a lite.

held

P.vm'•

80!!19

This critic thinks that it

obscure meaning tor Poe that the poet himself was

scarcely aware ot • notes the "syllabic parallelin between the

names 'Edgar Allan Poe• and 'Arthur Gordon P:Pl'" an! remarks
that
Unq11astionably, too, the suggested relations
PJm and hia grand.rather preaent ws with a

between

Teraion ot the relations between Poe ud John All.an
and contain a renewed hint that Allan bed premised
to make his adopted son al.80 his heir. 83

The biographer comments that Arthur'•
81.

-

Ibid.' pp. 112-ll3.
.

82. Edward Shanks, !dsar All.an !2!t P• l.l2.

83. ~· 1 pasd.mt pp. 112-113.
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running away to sea as a stowaway, with
Augustus's connivance ••• may have som remote re1ation with Poets f'ligbt rrom Allan's house though in that there was no need to elude Allan's
Vigil.ance •. ·.It was more probably a reflection ot
earlier moods when he had thought or thus escaping
tram an intolerable position and ~Fld tlattered him.self' that he might be regretted• 4
'
A new avenue of reasoning opens up when Shanks states it
'

·'

appears to h:la · ·

that the surprising vi v.ldness and dramatic
torce or this narrative have been overlooked, or
too much taken tor granted, by most or Poe* a
critics• It seems· to me also that they can be
exp1ained if' we suppose that its events are; as
it were, tranaDm.tations, gn different levels, ot
events in· his own lite• 85 ·

This same critic g0es on to explain that
where, at the end or the ator.rt the
symbolism changes its nature, it does so, as
I guess; because the author had recorded a
mental voyage which had brought him to the
edge of the unknOlr:n and to a pOint where he
must find a new set or terms tor •§~t he trembl•
ingl.y descried' beyond that edge.

Another reference to Richmond days statesa
•His works, from •The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pymt

to the sounds of the sea carried like the tide into 'Annabel
Lee• and' •'l'he City·
. in' the. Sea•; paid tribtte to life near the

. ·'
waterfront" and t~
.,

.

the· AtlaDtic·voyagea

64.' . ~·i·. pp •.Jl.4•llS.
1
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Let us

tor a moment veer sharpl3" nay trom these more

factual. descriptions of Poets childhood in Richmond to one
not so easy to pin down as a f'aot but which seem.a logical.

In slave quarters he must have listened
while many a tale or Brar Rabbit and his
ilk went fl.round, while the ·ghosts am "hants"
and spooks or an ignorant but imaginative and
superstitious people walked 1fi th hair-raising
eff'ect, and songs with melancholy' harmonies
and strange rhythms beat themselves into his
consciousness w1 th that peculiar ecstasy and
abandon which on1" children and the still half'-

savage individuals or a childish race can experience. Here it was then, rather than upon
some mythical journey to France or Russia, that
he first laid the foundation tar his weird
imaginings and the atrange new •cadences" which
he was to succeed later on in grafting upon the
main tree ot English poetry. Here, too, may
have arisen his tlair tor the bizarre' am the
concept that birds and animala were speaking
characters, and that rear of' graves and corl)ses
and th.a paraphernalia ot tha charnel, so peculiarly a characteristic ot the negro, 1ach
haunted him throu~ the rest or his lite.

Our old friend "William Wilson" once more is cited as an

excellent illustration

or

Poets tendency to write in an auto-

biographic st,'le.
The most tangible piece ot selt-rh'elation that appears 1n his stories is to be
tound in his "l'illiam Wilson" in which he
describes under the guise ot fiction and not
without f'ictitious detail and other bits ot
legitimate JD78titi9ation, his school lite at.

Stoke-Bewington.

8~

88. Allen, .2e• .2!!!,• , p. SO.

89. Campbell, 21?.• cit., P• 13>.
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Another biographer agrees that Poe describes stolteNewington "with a mixblre of truth and fancy" in"William
Wileon,-. bu.t stateH
'

•

'i

When it com.es to "the chilly avenue",
"the thousand sbrubberieatt 1 "the dusky
autumnal atmosphere", "the boo• of the bell",

we reaogn11e his own direct impressions.
Gigantic gnarled trees, old house a holding
each its secret, misty village, streets, all
stamped themselves on Poe's mind as scenes
from childhood will. 90
An altogether new conception concerning "William Wilaon•

appears in this present -day group ot biographers.

· From Poe's om lips in the strange autobiographical and tragic sto:ey of •William.
Wilson• we have the poet's confession that in
the old school or Stoke-Newington began one
ot those spiritual struggle• in the personality
ot a genius the results of which have become
significant to literature. Both the school itself and 1 ta haunted surroundings were well cal•
culated to stir bis imaginings, and despite his
extreme youth, the capacity or the boy to be
moved by it cannot be doubted ••• It does not seem
to be straining things too tar to say that from
this ancient place steeped in the memories or a
lllillennillDI, where objective reminders ot the
past still lingered so romantically, some ot
· the foreign coloring, the minute descriptions

or

ancient buildings, and the love tor the
•Gothic" and medieval atmosphere, in which he

80

orwn reveled

later, ma;r have arig!mt.ed.91

Allen drolly adds that Poe did not describe Dr. Bransby 1
'

headmas.te~

ot Stoke-llewington, true to life in his

tale which

90. Una. Pope-Benne sq 1 Edgar Allan Poe, p. 21.

91. Allen• .21?.• ~· 1 P• 67.
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later nettled the good man. 92
Another author places a slightly ditterent emphasis upon
"William· Wilson" and the general influence Poe•s stay in England had on his writing.

The precise importance Ot Poe• a sojourn in
England is difficult to estimate. It was long
enough, at that age, to make him think ot England
as his nome and to make the return, when he was
eleven, a more serious uprooting than the journq
thither,· when he was o~ six. But whether it provided him with any great store or definite impressions is another matter. The description or sohool1.ite in "William. Wilson" 11JJJ.Y be referred without
much hesitation to his memories ot "Dr."·Branby'•s
school at Stoke-Newington but the scene is not very
accurately produced. Be writes ot
"the deep, hollow nots ot the churchbell., breaking, each hour, with sudden and
sullen· roar, upon the stillness ot the
dusky atmosphere in which the fretted Oothic
steeple lay imbedded and asleep.ff
· lour the parish church of Stoke-Newington bad
a cupola 1 not a steeple, until several years after
Poe had left England. This is, to be sure, on the
face of it a very trivial point but it bas its significame. · Precise recollection ot the thing seen
had bit little place in Poe•s method. The settings
ot his stories, good or bad, v1vid or vague, were
but so much dramatic decor fOr the action and the
emotions, and the alien colour which he introduced
so ric~ into his. work came from reading and dreaming, not from his experience. Bia sto:ey "The Assignation" gives as good a picture of Venice as
"William Wilson" does or a village outside London.
The actual effects ot the English years probably
lay deeper, in a general unsettlement of the minds
they cannot be traced in the details of hiti work. 93

-

92. ·Ibid.

93. Shanks, .2P• £!ii•, PP•· 27-28.
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Another biographer declares that "it ia important to note

that his method or creating m,rstery ·by the denial ot the ordi-

narr and

normal has its roots in these school daya in the atmos~

.

phere of a town long established and
The influence

or

fair~

rich nth tradition."

Poe• s stay in England on his poett'1' ia set

forth by one critic.

In reading Poe.J the childhood visit to England
1d.th its sight of Gothic towers and i.ta glimpse of·
the sea's terrors during the long Atlantic Toyage
should not be ignoredJ here one restores fragments
ot Poe's shorter poems. One seea them in his "ultimate dim thule", his "bottomless nl.es and bowidlesa
floods", his "time-eaten to.era that tremble not",
his no•er the Past (Dim gulti) '1111' spirit hovering,•
and brilliantly his "one bright isl.and nile." It
these memories were brought to consciousness through
h1a readings in the poetry or hia day 1 or reinspired
through his experiments in taking drugs, their actual
sources and their "sepulchre by the sea• are definitely ci:rcgacribed by the first tourteen years
ot hia life. ~!> ·
.
·

Perhaps here a glimpse into Poe•a innermost being which this
author vouchsafes is not out ot place.
tfo poet •••has expressed the scenes or terror
111 thin childhood• s rears with more enduring nvidneaa than Poe ••• Poe holds his own by associating a

lack ot security ('llhich is so of'ten telt and realized by the senaitive and-unhappy 1lhild) with the
conviction or being prematurely doomf9~S ot being
predestined tor madness or tor Hell.
The biographer later carries this further with the remark

that

9h.

9'.

Shield~

Quinn,

3?• !a!!·, p. 16.

Horace Gregory, "On Edgar Poe a A Belated Epitaph," l!!!,
Achilles, pp. 70-71.

96. -Ibid,
P•
;J.

n.

"'l'o Belen" and nThe City in the Sea" •••

are or a quality that one discovers in an imagination that glances the roots ot human evil and
auper-human joy, and reveals their existence
among the tears and desires ot childhood origin. 97

To return to Poe•s life abroada
~ wild Scottish moors and the romantic
antiquity of his aurroundinga in London seemed

"lft7 wonderf\ll "to the 11ttle American schoolbo)t'.
They are reneoted in many or his later stories

and poems - wild, dark heaths and 1"7-covered
ruins 1 roman tic, melancholy 1 still colored by
the haze ot homesicknsas ~hrough 1t'btch he saw
them. as a lonely child. 9
In Bnalam, the travelling tami]T

saw the strange effect ot the long northern
twili~t

and the

••r.r red shadows or the sunsets

long attar the hour ot a Virginia night-tall.
hen in England 1n July the twili~t does not end
until about 10 p.m. am Poe re't'eled in just such
light effects atternrd and strange valley• -

•In the midst ot which all dav'
the red sunlight lasiq lay..• W

Allen. also comments that
have attected the boy -

ot

the

coast.a ot Great Britain mat

•it is certain that much ot the Potltry

Poe deals with a craggy and mist-veiled region.• l,00
!

'

Thia same author states that ••!he Han ot the Crowd t re-

't'eala impressions ot the .tsit to London with the Allan•.• aa ·

91· ~., P• ?S.·
98.

Ted lfalone, "Edgar Allan Poe.•" .American Pilgrimae,

99.•

Allen,

2•

lOQ.

~.,

P.•

P• 219,~

~·, P.•
5~.

S7,•
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does 'Why the Little Frenchman Wears His Hand in a Sling.'"

101

At this point it seems worthwhile to touch upon an aspect
of "William Wilson" which has not been previously mentioned.

One biographer declares •There can be little doubt that in
•William Wilson t Poe drew a picture

or

the gambling
102
dissipation at the University" (or Virginia).

am

other

Perhaps it would be well to tn.m aside here for a few words
concerning Elmira Royster, Edgar's fir st love, who after a lapse
or years became also his last lOYe.

She has been mentioned

casually" only once before, yet surel.7 the torn of' Elmira is seen
through mah of his early poet1"1'.

Some ot the poems
that appear to shadow f'orth in some degree
his own lif'e are "Bridal Ballad," in which we seem
to have a reference to Kiss Royster'a rejection of
the poet in f'avor or a wealthier aui'twJ "Tamerlane"
'Which may plausibly be held to refer to his disappointment as a claimant for the hand of tiss Royster. lO)
Hervey Allen remarlcs that at the University of Virginia
"fi rat began to take shape 'Tamerlane' 1 thr Qlr)l which mOYed

the ghost ot Elmira as he imagined her and longed tar her walking with him through the wild glens

ot the Ragged llountains." l04

Re also comments that the "Song" startirtg "I saw thee on
thy bridal daytt is undoubtedly about Elmira.

43.

101.

Ibi~

102.

Quinn, 21!,• ~· 1 P•

p.

-2!!•,
~· .2.!!•, p.

106.

10). Campbell, 22.•

p • 134.

104. Allen,

l.41.

10!).

-

Ibid., p. 151.

1°'
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Ted 11alone states that Elmira is the lost Lenore o:r "The
Raven, n 106 and Allen ·seems to clinch this 1'i th his categorical
declaration• npoe told lira, Shelton that she was his 'Lost
107
Lenore• • !'
At this time, it may be well to bring in two other lfOIDen
not previously

mentioned~

First, one biographer refers to Poe's

mother and says .
It is perhaps in some degree because

or

her

that a whole series of' bis heroines -- Ligeia,
Berenice, lladeline and Morella ..... were wasting
away with an inexorable disease. It may have
been, also, in part the memory of his mother
which made him see in sickness :-A~fi ot the necessary elements or the highest beauty. 108

To rq mind, one of the oddest things is that the inf'luence
Frances Allan had upon Poe• s writings is mentioned by onl.7 one
biographer,

Hervey Allen refers to the ",.aarning and mourned

tor heroine, a compound of Urs, Stanard and Frances Allan," as
having been "dul.7 celebrated in paeans and lyri~s.n 109

Yet here was somone he knew well long before Virginia came
upon the scene, Poe's. beloved roster-mother, Frances Allan,
died young and from tuberculosis,
lo6, Ka.lone, ~·

107. Allen,~·
p.

108.

24. '

She was a beaut.it\11 woman.

ill•, P• 223.
.:!!l•i p. 6S7.

Joseph !'ru.tch, Edgar Allan

!2!1 !

Studt!!! Genius,
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Surel;r; her death

~have

preyed upon Poe's mind and east

its shadow over bis thoughts as he wrotel
We go nolf to the gentle Virginia, about whOJll so little is
real~, known.

Among Poe 1s more recent critics, a storm

or

con-

troversy here arises as to how much of a part and exactly what
kind of a role the child-bride played in furnishing a heroine
tor Poe•s tales and poems.
First,,· there are those who would have .his

wi~e

his constant

inspiration --

The dear atld ever present spouse probably
became for the eternal half-hallucinated dreamer,
better than the mad Kelena ot bis tifteen years,

also carried ott by a premature death, the living
prototype ot his Berenice, hia Ligeia, his Korella,
his Eleanora, as she would be later of his Leonora,
his Eulalie, his Ulalume, his Annabel Lee, all impalpable heroines lrbo were ravaged b7 a secret evil
which destroyed them. 110
.

Lauvriire then asks1
In shart, was not Virginia, in her real presence, as tor the opium smoker paral1'sed in his
physical pleaaurea - the case wi tll Pee - the
suggestive image which he contenp1ated with

t'acinated eyes, transfigured in divina ecstaq,

and gave scope to the radiant. projection ot his
imagination exalted to an inaccessible empyrean.111
· Carrying his theme f'tlrther , thiS biographer decides that
~en

Virginia dies, so will die Poe•a ideals -

henceforth

there llill survive onl;y his most unh&J>PT characters•

ll.O.

Emile Lauvrt~re, The Strge !!!!!, ~ ~trange Loves

~Edgar Allan.!2!., ·pp.

111. !!?!,!!.; p. 143.

142-m.
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In her turn would disappear the living pro-

totype ot his Ligeias and lforellaa and there

would survive onl.1' the funereal Le0noraa and
macabre Ulalumes, all mourntu.l heroines whora a .
wasting evil cruelly destroyed, but which tranaf'igured them ideally in more or le as opiumoreated ecstasies.·ll2
.
Joseph lrutch thinks in slight'.cy' different terms&
'l'he heroines with the unearthly' beaut¥ and
the unhealthy purity which seem to set them
apart trom the women of" fiesh and blood are not
exactly Virginia , but they are the phantoms to
whOlll she, with her morbid fragility and chil~
like mind, seemed better to correspond than arrr
other 1'01Dlln whom Poe had ever seen. 113

One ot his biographers is careful to remind us

or

teresting facta
·Kuch 'has been made ot his inclination towards wasted and sickly types or beauty 1 but
his '"1.te at· the time ot their marriage and tor
several years afterwards did not correspond to
this standard. When; tor example , he wrote
"The Fall of the House of Usher" and described
the wan emaciated ·tady' Madeline, Virginia. was
still not far remo'Ved from. the "11 ttle girl with
a round, ever-smiling face" who accompanied Urs.
Clem on her shopping expedi tione and carried
the basket and was rather astonishing~ addressed aa Krs. Poe. By a singular fatality she
rather im1tat.ed than suggested his herOinea. 114
But then, thia biographer goes on to remark&

11ben we ccne to descr::l.be · the etf'ect that
her decline produced ·on her husband, w find
ourselves on the edge ot very dark places in
his soul. It unquestionably set up in him a

112.

.!!?.!.!!· ' p\.

196.

l~! rrutchj

·g£· £!1·, p. as.

ll.4. Shanks,

~··cit. 1 p. · 60.

,:1,

-

an in-
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new, extraordinarY' and shattering excitement. ,
Hie strange nature, 'With its ever-ready capacity
tar self-dramatization, was secretly thrilled to
see truth in his. own household thus modelling iteelf upon poetry, and Virginia's calamity threw .
its shadow both betore and after. He once declared that "the death or a beautitul 1rOlll8rl is
unquestionably the most poetical topic, in the
world," and though.this was the culmination or a
perfect insanity of psuedo-logioal argument., yet
tor him it waB something like the statemmt or
a self-evident truth. 115
Killis Campbell comments that "Annabel Lee" is •a lament

tar the death ot Virginia" and adds that. there is in "Ulalwae"
an allusion "to the poet.ts grief' in consequence Of her death.n ll6
Later, this same biographer rem.arks the p0&sibil1ty

that his nsntion or the cousin relationship
existing between. the hero and heroine in •Berenice,"
"Eleonora" and "Three Sundays in a Week" is. ot
;autobiographical import, though the first or those
stories must have been written in the early stages
of his courtship of.his cousin.

?-17

J.llen brings into the open what Campbell

baa hinted ats

., T)le relations with Virginia lie very close to
the core ot his inner Jl\V'Ster:n they explain many
-~r his h8roines. . It was not the charming and simple
attair that those in love l'd.th convention would baTe
us. believe. About it was t.he haunted gray twiliP.bt
of near incest that troubled his deepest dreams. 118
Later, Allen, in a kindlier vein becomes more speaif"ic
.. :,

; '··1

.

.

.

than any oth,er cri~c abou.t how he thinks Virginia af'tected
.\

'

us.

.' L

.•. p. n61.·
\. ,

~
I

.

;

11

•

1

· 116. Campbell~.'~· ~·, P• 132.

117. Ibid,;
.:p.
~');

/.143 •...
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ne. Aileni. !?J!..

cit. ' PP• 291-292.
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Poe•a.wrJ.tinga.
The afniction, the appearance, and some
of the more ethereal and abnormal charaoteris•
tics or the little child-wife have been transferred into litenture.
Fw Poe the "delicacy" which the advancing
stages of the ••• disease conferred on his wife the strange, chalky pallor tinged 111. th a faint

febrile·rouge, the large haunted liquid eyes gradually acquired a peculiar fascination. From
the wide and later on terror-stricken depths ot
those eyes looked .forth the spirit of one 1Vho had
been robbed ot life, a mind which had outgrown
its body, simple, and yet wise enoagh to sense
its own tragedy. Her whole being slowly became
morbidly ethereal .... to the man who was irretrievably linked to her' she became part and parcel or
his own tngedT. His capacity tor love, perhaps
even his potentiality for sensuousness was
metamorphosed into a patient and tragic sympathy the truly magniticent and loyal sorrow of one who
beheld in his bed, in his garden, and at his
table a constant and pathetic reminder of the
omnipotence or the conqueror worm. On the whole,
aside rrom his great art, his abiding tenderness
tor Virginia must remain as his greatest claim
for a hold on the average ,human heart. She 'WU
the key tba t complete~ unlocked for h1la the
house of shadows. She is the protoqpe or his
heroines~

Virginia became· his Ligeia, his Euialie ~
Eleonora, the sister in the House or Usher,
perhaps even his Annabel Lee, Berenice tor in-

stance ....

·

aii,

So they
were, abraya subtly dif'ferent
tram Virginia and yet always the &ameJ dying,
corpse-like ladies usually re1ated to their
loVers, with •the·pale suggestion or incest just
around the corner or the family tomb. It was a
page, many p~es, from his own. experience •••
I•

Poe~ ••·had $rrled a little girl who~ as time
passed appro~ted the f'ashionable ideal of the
romantic

Vic~orian

heroine more nearly than

arrr

43

other whom he might haTe chosen• 'lhe :real ator.r
of her tragedy is like an excerpt from a nowl
ot the day. That Poe etherealised and enormous~
improved it, there oan be no doubt. Bis l'Brticular etherealizations were no.t. sentimental mockeries,
because behind them lay the grim. spiri'blal. reality
of a
tragedy that was horrib~, piUabJ.T

tra.e.

bm11

.

-

Allen later reDU'ks concerning "Annabel tee• and the varicn a
female claimants to.having inspired the poeaa
In ao far as any' of Poe's vague heroines can
be traced to any definite personality ot the world
or reality, it ma7 be said, in passing, that his

wife Virginia is more

close~

shadowed forth in

the poem than anyone else. •I was a child and she
was a child" and "our l0'11'9 - it was stronger by
tar than the love or those llho were older than
we --. or many far wiser than we• - seems to reter beyond cavil to the strange incidents of his
marriage to a child and the opposition or relatives. In this poem is the long dirge of waves
on Sullivan's Island dm.-ing the years he walked
its beaches alone, and the death or Virginia at
Fordham. In the summer ot 1846 all ot this was
· in his past, or in the near f\tture by' inevitable
implioa tion. It was a magnificent and :qn.cal

rendering,· a dirgellke

GxPl"ftSsion

ot his own and

Virginia's tragedy. 120

.Another of Poe's biographers discusses Virgl.n:t.a•s intluence
at some variance with other criticsa

Poe•s lite-long dewtion to Virginia ia

.beyond question, and his own answer to the
cri ticiS1118 which his marriage created in Rich-

mond and elsewhere is given in "Eleonoratt

am

"Annabel Lee"•••"Eleonora• is, or course, an
119. ~·, PP• 312-313.

120.

llWI·, _pp. S59-S6o.

ideal picture, bttt its description ot the passing
or cousinship into passion has more verity than
the testimony or feminine friends whose emphasis
upon Virginia•a mental immaturity waa perhaps
based upon a wim rather than a :tact••• But or one
thing we can be sure. If Virginia was the prototype ot Eleonora she was not the model tor
Korella or Berenice or Ligeia. They were of' a
ditterent breed. 121

Quinn discusses "The Rann,• saying or the poem that
"Poe's dread

or

the loss of' Virginia, born of her recurring

danger and nurtured by his devotion, had become a spiritual ottspring ••• In one sense, therefore, the poet was describing an
emotional creation which had become objective to him, and the
'f'i:rld reality or the poetll is a comequence.• 122
A new meaning is attached to "tJlalume" also as Quinn remarks

it •Ul.alume" is to have a meaning :l.n terms
of Poe's emotional conflicts, that meaning is
clear. Virginia had fulfilled both sides ot
his nature, the sp:iritual and the p'.tq'sical. She
died and he was adrif"t. He turned to others tor
that support he needed in tba endless struggle
and was about to delude hmelt 'With the love
that is merely passion when the mem01'7 ot
Virglnia came to his rescue. It there were any
need to refute the theories which de117 to Poe
the normal experiences or a man, and to Virginia. "2
those or a woman 1 "Ulalume" would be an answer. 12J
I believe that Edgar adored his little Virginia and that
her illness, following on the illnesses of so 1118.111' ot thti women
important to him 4- his mother, his fo st.er-mother, his Belen '

/

121. Qui~'!'~· ~·, p. 2$S •.
122.

Ibid.• :/PP· 442-WU.

123. Ibi1··~· 533.

C178talli11ed in his mind the heroine for hia irritillgs. Bis

works seem to me to have become 11.ore wildly powert\11 after
this last great traged)'" befell hia.

Who could help being ad-

dicted to morbidity 'When never, never was the chance given to
escape it? lfith Virginia's illness Poe's last hope was gone.

Henceforth he abandoned himself to writing out his agonized
heart, using "Sissy" as the prototype ot aU the beauti:t'Ul
but doomed women who trailed sadly across the pages he wrote.

Surely •Belen• i8 worthy or mention at this

point~

Row-

ewr, to these present-day writers, the thought of Poe weeping
over lira. Stanard'a tomb holds little appeal.

The ].ad7 who in-

spired the immortal "To Helen" receives very littls attention,

in •rked contrast to the importance assigned her by' the
critics pre'ri.ous'.b' reviewed.

The greatest space ia given by

Shanks, who comments regarding Jira. Jane Stith Stanarda

"It ia

known that he mourned her immoderately wben ••• ahe died, and

that f'or the rest or his life, under th• name of 'Helen•; she

took a sort

or

legendary place in his imgination."

l24

Allen observes that "'Belen• ia probably a combination
and iagi.native BJ'flthesis ot Jane

Stith Stanard and Frances

i

Allan with the

to all young

a~stract

men.ri;\ 125

longing tor the perfect Beloved common

In such casual fashion is Belen now

dismissed I
'

\

l.24. stianksj ,~• ~·, P• 9.
12S. Allen,;,$?,• S:l•, P• 249.
!.
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The ef'tect drink and narcotics had upon the poet is

again dealt w1 th, though not so laboriously as in the middle
period

or wr1ters.

Campbell pays 11ttle attention to it, merel.1' renarld.ng
reflectively that it is possible that Poe's "reterences in
several ot his stories to morphine and laudanum and their
)
~6
effects grew out of his own experience with narcotics.•

However, one critic inti•tes that we are indebted to
. alcohol tor the fact that Poe's writing was no worse. _•The

more we learn about Poe, .the more grateful

1t'9

alcoholism. It was apparently the one thing

are for his
~at

could re-

strain Poe from himself a the idea of a sober Poe is intolerable. "127

One or Poets biographers comments that "A Tale ot the
Ragged Mountains" would make us believe he started taking
drugs in Charlottenille.

"In the morning, we read here, at-

ter taking his dose ot morphine in his ooftee, the solitary
walker goes in quest ot artificial emotions and exalting impressions in the transfigured countr.r." 128
Regarding the typical hero or Poe's tales, tauvriare

explains a
126. Campbell, 21?.• ~· , P•

l.44.

127. Laura Riding, "The Facts in the Oase ot Monsieur Poe,•
Oontenmoraries !!!! Snobs, P• 2)2.

i2B. Lauvriere, 2.R·

~·, p.

u1.
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the hero, wan, emaciated, wayward, llhoaa
brilliant black eyes give out a strange, haggard
lookt whose abundant •vr hair tramea a ·torehead

ot unusua1 breadth, whose eccentric manners hide
badly the habits 0£ intense thought, whose tit• of
b,yaterical laughter clash 11'1.th the habitual tone of
solemn gravi ty1 filJdtl binasell manifestly' a prts!f to
odd obsessions, to odious impulses, fatal passions

for. the dea.dq drugs alcopol,. opium and morphine.
herO ia thf _projection on the
literar,r plane of t.he real Poe. l2~
·

But this neurasthenic

Lau'Vrierebelievea 1ltoaa of Breath" and •The OVa1 Portrait"'
to have been written under tha influence ot opium. 130

Now come more de.f'in1te affirmations ot how Poe was attected

Out ot the mental state evolved from i l l heal.th
and one of the et1mlants he resorted to, flowed much
ot the creative wrk ot the artist which insured his

literary eucceas •••0p1um removed him completely fro1I

theworla ot reality which he largel1' dislikedJ it
enormousq increased the bounds of hie imaginationJ
and it coincidentaiq vastl1' rtinmlated his creative
faculty 11hile soothing hie n~a. 131

to present a definite relationship between certain of Poe•e
works and hie dmg-taldng• thia critic sqa&
During the~ in Baltimore from 1831 to l83S.t
there can be no moral doubt that Poe was using opium,
at least .trom time to time. Thfi indubitable evidence
of the fact lie• 1n the work which he produced. lb!.
Wet Rt lb.I lolli ~ are replete wt th opiWD dreams;
. and when thq fell into the band.a of Baudelaire, some

129 •

.!!?!!•,

P• U8.

130. lbid•1 P• 220.
lJ].. Allen$

!f• z!:•• P• 298.

b8

years later, .caused him.to.shed tears of joy

u

he recognized the verr features ct his·own reveries

as it were endmred with lite• Such stories as

•Lige:ta"

and •Berenice• illustrate thiu ·directly,
especiall1' the latter. The,r provide not only' direct
references to the dra.g, mt the imagery, the irrational aesociatip~, an4 the very use ot ll'Orde are
characteriatic. ~2.
·
. ,

Allen further commonta tbaia
Certain passages in 11 fhe Fall ot the House of
Usher," chief:cy- those dealing 'lrl.th ... •a flood of
intense rqe rolled throughout and bathed the whole
in a ghost~ and inappropriate splendour,• and
•the morbid condition of the auditor.Y nerve," sug-

gest unmistakably that previous to this time Poe
at lean tam.1l!ar 'ldth the eftecta ot op11111, u

11a11

indeed 11Ligeia" also stro~ implies. l.:i,3

Still later, there is the remark that •the distinct trace of
opi\lJll 1ri ·the contusion of the senses (taste and smell) ·meets us
startlingl.7 in •Uonoa and ~111. 131'.
We find conflicting ideas expressed when we explore the

question. of whether Poe wrote .trom his ·:1magj.nation1 apart, fro•
what he real.11 thought, or whether he was revealing the inner

man.
One critic declareat

"Paranoia •••iras not an unconsCious

element ot Poe's poetic genius but a 1li1full1' created fiction

ot persecution

-

and

a publicity method.• 13$

13h. Ibid., P• hl.3.

13.$. Riding,

~· ~·1 P• 22S.
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Later she commentst

•to Poe the essence of composition lnlS

1'ictitiouanesa designed to create an eftect.•

136

The lady• s opinion of the poet seems summed up in her remark
I

that •His morbid preoccupation 'llith autobiographical melodra'ma

prevented Poe from enja,ing a serene success even in the minor
literary fields tor which he was perhaps titted.'* 137
Anottier biographer states that

no more complete'.q personal writer than Poe ever
existed...Ho native characters, no observed incidents,
no contempo:rar.v problems appearJ into himself he drew
nothing, but he poured out, on the contrary, scenes,
characters and emotions which had no source but hie
own imagination, no relation to 1m7 except the
visionary world of which he was the onq inhabitant,. 138

Thia same critic deelarea that nothers might ahudder with
the delight of a pure'.q literary horror at the tales which he
wrote but he was com.pelled to suffer the tortures from which thq

sprang.• 139
lrutch goes on to sa-r tbat Poe "wrote as he did not because
he wanted

to but. because he could write in no other 1'87•••he was

not playing with morbid horrore but mastered, by them.• lla.O

336.

-

Ibid., P•

-

251.

l.37 • Ibid., P• 222.

138. lrutch, 2,2•

-

.2!!••

139. Ibid., P• L.6. ·

-

lhO. Ibid., P• 6lt..

P• 17•

The critic later adds that •the strange world

of his imagi•

nation was the onq one in which Poe could d1rell1 and he never lett
1.t once it bad been found.•
·Be remarlau

1hl

,

"The typical hero• oppressed with a strange

melancho]¥ and seeking relief in fantastic studies and speeulat1ons is plainl.1' Poe himself•••• 142
He continuea1

'fhua, if'

ire

compare the most atr11dng action of

Poe•s lite 'Yd.th hia mst cba.racteriat1c storiea1
the two seem to spring from the same imptllee, the one
representing his attempt to adjust himself to
actuality and the other bis attempt to create, after
the manner of nenirotics1 , !D imaginary world to fit .
the needs of hie aind.

.I.LU

In the course of his explorations into the recesses ot Poets
soul• l'rntch sayet
When it is remembered that •••Poe•s works are
replete 1dth•••obsess1ons, perversions and man~as
which he could have learned onq from himself an!
that he gave in the :m;yeterious w.reek of his own

lite proof ot the int:bllate relationship to the
characters which he created, it ie impoaaible not to
see that :1n8tead of being

delibera~

;lnYented. hi8

stories and poems invented themselves. 144
The

biographer camel thi• theme still further, declaring

tbat •in' giving such

vivi~

1.41. ..........lbid.,
P• 68..
...

,143.
-·lla. Ibid.,
Ibid•.

'

pl.

'

8,S.

intimate pictures of temporarr

51

lneanit7 in •Berenice,• ot sadism in •The Black Oat• or or mad

obsession 1n 1The 'tell':'"Tale Bel'll"t' he •s conteas1ng to blmselt
and others the g1dd7 inatab111t7

Krutoh a4ds1

8

Hie

orr.

or his

aometimea

on mind." 145

80

harah and sometimes

ao masioal., comes from.the depth ot hie own ionel.J' soul ••• The
voioe 1a Umdatakabl7·temble."·l46
Perhaps the moat.· poetic, yet

one ot the truest· and most

compact, descr1pt1ona given by latter daT critics is this onea
"The lite ot Edgar Allan Poe ia like a lonely gravqard 1n which

the monuments are the somber, musical poems he lll"Ote to express
the tragodies which 1lllke his ato17 one ot the saddest ever told.• 147
Another ot Poe's biographors sqa that
from cblldhood to the graTG he oscillated between
. extreme phaaea of ecataq and melancholia, the double
altemate·aource or bia poetical 1nep1rat1ona and his
tantutioal creations, or his 11terar.r dogmas and his

metaPh7sioal 81Dthes1s. The reeulta of this 1n his

prose and verse were those sudden transitions from deep
despair to the moat palpitating emltat1ona1 that ferwnt m,ystical worship whioh forced him to unite.BeautT
and Death uut1l he ended bJ oontounding them. 148

lW.lla Campbell comments
Enough addenoe ot a positive nature bas already
been brought forward to demonstrate be7ond. &127 question

145.

~., P•

JA6.

~., P• 201.

117.

147. ?fa.lone, 21?• ~., P• 216.

148. te.uvriere, !m• !di•, P• 413.

that the poet, however objective he Til.3.7 appear to
be in his imaginative writings, drew extensivel.J'
on his own life for the materials underlying his
art. In the case of the poems the body of selfrevelatory material, though small in compass1 1e1
in reality, comparativelT large• it involves in
some ny virtuallT half or Poe's poemsJ and though
it is, tor the most part, vague and cloudlike1 this
11'8.8 entirel)" in keeping with the poet• s theoey that
the lyric should hide its meaning under a cloak of
"indelinitiveness" and in the stories, the revelation of self is ~~h abundant aoo, much or the way,
readil)" evident. .Li.J,9
Campbell remarks that "a lot of Poe•s writing catered to hia
way

ot

living because he had to eat-and short stories paid better

than poetry•" lSO

This critic adds later that
Poe catered to the demands ot his daT in
treating in hie stories a number of specific
subjects popular with contrl.butora to the current periodicals--as the pestilence and 1ta

terrors, exploration by

~and

ture burial, and mesmerism.

5J.

sea, prema-

One biographer ma.lees a very interesting point when he.comments

that
the poet of Poe• s sort depends for the media
in 11hich he works on other poetry. The colours
with which he paints are a distillation of the work ot
other writers. He baa emotions ot his o'tm to express
but the images through which he expresses them are
not dra1m direct from nature. The word.a he uses are
so used as to make the most of tha tlf.~JtS. le!'t on them
by their having been used b1 others •.t.,?c:

.2!:•.t

J.49.

Campbell,

iso.

-Ibid•t P• 164.
- .21?.• .2!!••

l~.

1~2.

.21?.•

P•

'146.

Ibid., P• i6i.

Shanks,

P• 100.

5.3

This critic hastens to 8.dd that . .,·there ia nothing derogatory

to Poe's poetry in t.h!s description ot it~• lS.3
He explains tb&tt "There was a wrld ot strange landscapes
in Poe'8 mind..

He bad little time or peace tor painting it and

when he tried to do so the pigments he used were often faulty.

But he diet enough to Bh0'11' ua its strangeness, to prove it hie

own, am to entice others to enter it." 1$4
Concerning Poe• a short stories, Shanks remarks

We may sq, perhaps, that talent,. opportunity
to make him a. master. He
was obliged to write 1fhat the magazines would
print.-~but it is not "to be supposed that onq
poverty made him a writer of prose. The mind
capable of conceiving "The Pit and the Pendulum"
and necessity conspired

am UThe

MS Found in a

Bottle~

hardl1' have

could

abstained from 'Writing them1 and it is difficult
to think that he cou·ld bave 1'ritten them otheinse than he did. 155
',•

The biographer further·

l

observes

'l'he tales which were written without

any'

genuine desire to.write them for their own
sake are not maDJ'• . Poe may have turned into
this channel a certain amount of creative
torce which be 'llOuld have preferred to expend
on the writing of Terse. It is impossible,
however, to believe that no matter lfhat leisure
he might have enj°!ed' he could.have abjured the
writing ,or. prose. 56
. • .
Shanks comments

153•.

~., P•

101.

1S4· ........._.
Ibid., P• 103 • .
...

JS~.

~

Ibid., P• 106 •

. - • • •

1

't

The almost insanely' logical side of Poet e mind
has worked on the material supplied to it by the aide
which was, not to be too fine, as near insane as
makes no matter. There are in him traces both of the
sadist and the masoohist, but there is no trace or any
mental Tagueness. Every horror is im:gined with precision and described with economy. 1!)7

Shanks feels that Poe
could reach hie greatest intenait.y•••where the
persona and nents of the stor,y are symbols, not

human
whole
mood.
else.

beings orworl.dJT occurrences, and where the

is not a narrative but the presentation of a
Fall of the Bouse ot Usher" is nothing
1 ';)

:r•

The critic declares
The special power ot bis imagination is best
revealed when it is least connected with &1lJ" conacious

or aemi-conscious thought about himeelt and his own
lite, and here we return to •The Fall of the House of
trshertt •••the llbole story is a picture in pureJ.T
symbolic terms ot the malady from which Poe felt
billselt to be euttering. What happens in The House
ot Usher is of less importance than wbat the reader
is made to feel during his brief sojourn there ••• The
House ot Usher is an iage of Poe's own soul, and
we can find in it something like an cpitome ot hie
ultimate contributions to the literature ot the world.
It is a story ot ll'eakness am yet in 1t~ very abandonment
to weakness, it bas its own strength.l;.19
How we tum t.o a different view ot 'Whether Poe wrote from
lite or imagiliation, and in so doing go back to the period he

spent in the

-

&rll\Y'I

1S7. Ibid.. P• 129.

158.

-

Ibid., P•

131.

The whole interlude of Poe's lif'e 1n the army,
taken in connection with the places he visited,
af'!orda ai remarkable example of the method the man
sometimes followed in working directly from hie
e?XVironment. The story ot it might almost be called .
How Poe Gathered His Material for a Short Story.
Contrary to the fond and .ott repeated opinion ot
many critics, Poe often tound bis material in the
lite and the place about b:lm1 and then worked only
in a secondary and indirect way from 11terary
sources. He visualized even imaginary localities
strongly, and his scenery, although often a.
aynthesis ot the hills ot one place. and the lowlands
o:t another, nevertheless sprang directly from the
vistas '\'lhich he bad seen. Out of t.he. strange and
impressive enri.ron,ment into which he was about to
be plunged tor a
.tree from the problems of
sustenance and with the opportunity tor considerable
leisure, came direci'J.y' much of hie material for •The
Gold-Bug,• ltfhe Oblong Box,• •The Man that Was Used Up;"
"The Balloon Hoax1 " and bits ot the mela.nchoq scenery,
and sea and light ettecta which, from· the time of his
sojourn in Carolina, haunt ao much ot bis poetry•••A.
tamiliarit;r with the peculiar nature of the landscape
and the . section where Poe was about to tarry during
1827-28 will explain the •exotic• sources from which
many of his descriptions in prose am poett'Y' are derived. 160
.

.,.ear-,

Allen refers to Poe's 8 poetry,· which was at once the expression of the troubles of his inner llf'e and a con.f'ession ot hie
almost total withdrawal from

arrr

vital contact with the objective

- world.•· 161
He also comments that

Poe•a own JD78ticiam was pure]3 personal, and the
sublimal landscapes which he created in bia poetr.r,

160. Allen, 2.J?• .s!,!•1 PP• 170-171•

-

161. Ibid.,

p ..

473.

prose and landscape sketches were the refuges and
spiritual lands or hia own darkened. soul. It was
for this reason that bis poetry was more original.
tban that ot an7 other American poet of the age.
It employed ·• symbolism which 11ae personal.q

unique, but 'Which 7et finds an echo 1 and provides
a refuge tor those who can glimpse within. themselves, or through experience, the islands of
spiritual exile, and the scepen- along the high-

~· and b1ft18 of despair. 1.02-

Allen's summation seems to conclude that
All the realities of lite iq, for Poe, in
the realm ot imagination. It was ot117 there tbat
he could, in aey 'flaJ'i integrate the world. lte
longed tor a logical and a complete consistency
never found in the realm ot the pb,ysical, and the
world which he constructed for himself was a refuge
that. su1ted the pecullarities of hie nature.• .Love,
like everything else, could be perfect tor him o~
imaginati~. ~ in the imagination could he
find an ideal satisfaction. Every woman whom he
loved was axa1ted into the dream angel whom he
could wrship 1maginativeq1 rather than pb7sically enjoy. 163 ·
.

To touch lrl.th one biographer a rn points\ hitherto unexplored

among the modern critics, I plan now to quote at some length from
Hervey- Allen.

Allen tells us that in 18.39
ttrhe Haunted Palace,.• which was introduced into
"The House of Usher," appeared 1n the Baltimore
Museum. Thia poem 1s an allegory depictfiii the pro-

gress of madness, and is the first thoroughgoing
intimation from Poe that he could detect,. in himself
at least, the possibillt,. of the final denouement
ot the hero of the poem and of "The Bouse or Usher."

-

162. Ibid•t PP• 604-6Q5.

-

16). Ibid., PP• 631-6)2.

$7

That he,. bimselt, and the strange con:iitions of his
marriage are in part the subjects ot the story and
the poem, there can remain no doubt. The description
or Roderick Usher is the most perfect pen-portrait ot
Poe himself' which is lmown. It might be labeled .
"Self-Portrait of the Artist at the Age of Thirty.•
· "The character ·of his tace had been
at al1 times remarkable. A cadaverousnesa
of complexion, an eye large, liquid and
luminous beyond comparison} lips somewhat
thin ard very pallid, but of a 8Ul'Passingq
beautitu.l curveJ a nose of a delicate Hebrew
model, but with a breadth of nostril unuau.al
in similar tormationsJ a finely moulded chin1

speaking• in its want of prominence, ot a
want ot moral enersrJ hair of a more than
web-like sottneas and tenuity - these features,
with an inordinate expansion above the regions
of the temple, made up altogether a countenance
not easily to be forgotten.• 164
·

Allen notes that "Tale of the Ragged Mountains"
back to school.dqs at the University of Virginia.

11 harked

In the beauti-

ful mountaina where he had walked in 18261 dreaming ot Elmira

Royster, he now took refuge again in vivid imag:f.nation.trom a sea
of troubles.• 16S
'?he biographer states that "To My llother" was written to Poet a
beloved mother-in-la-., Mrs. Clemm, the faitbful Kudd.ie. 166

Allen reveals difterent aspects ot Poe in these last three
passages I have selected. First he remarks that in "Hoi>-Frog"

' Poe has an allegory in which •sovereign Reality makes cripple

-

164. Ibid., P• )$7.

-

16$. Ibid., P• h63.

-

166. Ibid.,

p~

599.

$8

Imagination, whom he keeps as a jester, hop as

directed~'!

Allen

reports that it is ,Poe•s imagination and the revenge he takes in
hia writing which are used here. 167
The biographer says the excitaent of the gold rush was much

on Poe's mind during the last of his lite. •He felt that his own
richest vein ot ore lay within.

It is almost certain that the
poem, •Eldorado,• dates from about this time.• 168

Allen comments on Poe's ttpoetr,r, which was at once the ex-

pression ot the troubles o! his inner life and a contession of his

almost total withdrawal .from B.t11' vital contact with the objective

world.'* 169 ·
Perhaps the briefest and best description ot 1fhy Poe 'lrl'Ote as
he did lies in bis own mrds as reported b.T one biographert

terror of wbioh I write is not of Germa.n;y but

-

168. lbid.,·p. 638.
f

110.

orego1!• !!l?.• ~· •

P•

1s.

or the

"t. The

aoal.'" 170

S9

V•

SUl!YATIOll

The consensus of those who have studied Poets life and

writings is most detlnitel.1' in the affirmative that tbs former
affected the latter greatly• The manner in which 1 t is believed
to have done so varies according to the biographer.

In m;y re-

search I have uncovered severa1 main points upon which the _

crl tics seem basieally to agree.
The childhood days spent in England head the list as having

been ot tremendous value to Poe as a later source for both
stories and poems. That he drew heavily upon Stoke-Newington for
-! ...

hWllliam Wilson" there can be no doubt.. The tremendous uprooting

trom one continent to another and then back again made a great
impression upt>n him. Childhood and its fears and hopes always carry
i

over into

~~dt m.ost especiallT tor one

who lives ld.thin Mm-

self, as Poe./' surely did•
(

Re wrote of Stoke-Newington in a nostalgia that became
dreadt"ul rather than wistfUl.

He put into ttNiWam Wilson" his

thoughts and actions at the school to show how hie terrible sensitiVity preyed upon his mind and helped to wreck hie later lite.
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The critics also show how Poe gained other things from
England -

his love tor the ancient, for ruins and •Gothic•

atmospheres, for mist,. lasldacapes and tabuloua settings.
A second great influence was that or his wife.

C>ru.T

the

early biographers slight this period or hie career. Among the .other
critics there is some disagreement over Virginia's role, especial.q when it 1a mentioned that she could not have set the
pattern tor his heroines when he first married her. But it :la
agreed that one so dear to him served most detinitely as the prototype for hie later he:r:oines.

For the earlier ones, Jira. Stanard, Frances .Allen, and Poe• s
mother are all cited as having served as models -

with acellent

justification for snch belief. Vihile I do not believe Poe
lingered long hours over Mrs. Stanard's grave, I certainly do
think her death came when he was at an impressionable age and

exerted a tremendous influence over him which was carried into
his Riting.
Another woman who bad a share 1n moulding his early poetr.r

receives small mention -

Elmira R07ater.

Again, eince he loved

beit when he was young and 1'ull of visions and ideals, it 18

-

impossible nc>t to think she w.s 1n "Tamerlane" and his first

ballads.

Jlarcotic• and liquor are given a prominen'b role by many of
his biographers ·-

a more important one than they real.q' deserve,

to 1lfT way of tbinking.

There can be no doubt that. they helped to
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enrich the
'tlr1tings -

alreaey- vivid imagination which ha

poured. out· 1n his

but here one meeta those who think it waa all

imagination and no heart. Jf7 belief is that part

ot the blame

.f'or this impression gained troll hie tales by some critics lies
1'ith the drink and narcotics which helped. him to write in a high'.cy'

exalted state of mind without having to think.
Yet I believe he na mainl}" trying to write to forget the

trul.7 overpowering tragedies or his lite,

putting down on paper

even more overwhelndng ones 1d.th a sigh ot relief that they were
worse than h18 own -

and then discovering w1 th a thrill

or !ear

that his own had not vanished simpq because he bad been wr1 ting

as he felt.
Another important period ot his life was the time he spent
in the aJ.'ID1'• I agree with Allen, who thinks that Poe absorbed
his surroundings and

later wrote a 87flthesis ot m&?JT. places he

bad seen and thoughts he had had.

"The Gold-Bugtt was without doubt a product of his sojourn
on Sullivan• s IslandJ so were "The Oblong Box" and nThe Han That

Wu

treed

Up.•

•The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym• is convincingq presented as a remembrance of Richmond dq81 with John Allan in the

role of grandfather.

In this te.le, the

me~r.. .

e., or Richmond

had

become a .fr:t.ghttul. nightmare to Edgar• s mind and were so presented

as he re-lived them 1n &g0?11'•
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I mst admit I do think 111th Iillis Campbell that Poe sometimes wrote *hat would sell -

and yet I cannot see how be could

have avoided morbidity when his li.te was composed.

ot stark

disaster upon stark disaster.

-time.

Poe did lfithdraw from.reality as completel.J' as possible
after a

Life was too mch for him. The life he was com-

pelled to lead 1V0uld have been too much for almost anyone -

but

for a man with bis h1ghl1'•strung nerves and senses, it must have
been exquisita torture. He opened the door to the realm

or

imagination and emplo,-ed. that realm to try to forget. Hie real
llf'e 1fOUld not let b1m forget and he became buried in horror from

which he could never escape, into which he onl.T sank deeper as he
wrote each poem or tale.,

In the end neither imagination nor'

i-eallty could save Mm from

hims~lt •

To cite a few other stories which are definitely proven

autobiographical -

"The Fall ot the House of Usher,• one ot

Poets best, certa1nl1' is a characterization ot its authorJ "A
Tale of the Ragged Uountains" harks back to Charlottesville days
and reveals his preoccupation w1 th drllgsJ •Berenice" plumbs the
depths

ot his tear or his relationship with bis cousin-wifeJ

am

"Eleonora" is the J:l1'Stical1 beautiful story ot Poe, Virginia, and

Hrs. Clernm.
Poe

1'mS

greatly misunderstood and always will be. Re was a

geniuSJ genius is rarely understoodJ he enjoyed being misunderstood..
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He bad a great mind • bat stooped to pettiness, was ashamed, and
had no _,. to pull h111laelt from shame and hurt

~

except by

putting it into writing, and by presenting a more terrible ato17

than hia own, assuaging h1a mm griet.

He helped himself by

picturing those 1n worse oase.
Hia vast but aomnbat sketcb7 readinga aided him 1n man;y ot
b1a etor:lea.

He waa beat. at portr¢nl himaelt 1n his writings

aa the sort of person he wanted to be.

In "The Caalc

or

AmontUlado" he took dire and litar&r1' revenge upon some ot the
hurta the world had dealt him -

and no doubt put more than one

critto into the C1"1Pt to h1a great. mental sat1etaat1on.

He wrote bl"il11ant and biting criticism, gained mal\Y enemies,
then wrote those enemies out

that he was going mad, he

ot mdatenoe in hia atorlea. Fearing

~

aom of his l!IJllPtoma 1n the

heroea ot hie stories. There la no pity in the tales ot Poe he did not want to be. thought p1t1tul. There ia mob pride, aa
be

was

prom.

Poe•a love

or neatness

and ot presenting a goad appearance

waa an indication of the oaretul orattaD1aJ1ah1p ot hia tales. He

wrote and re•11J!'Ote, oompresaad, polished, edited and re-edited be was eaaent1al.17 an excellent artist and creator who did not
wish to let hla brain ohlldren llve without being as beaut!tul as

he oouJ4 make them.

64

Natural.q. enough1 the deaths ot several· ot the womon he
loved. while he was still no more than a youth made a great and

terrible impression on his toc,:·imaginat1ve mind.

In my 'View• he

spent much ot his life trying to perfect the poetic 'Vision be
first gained from the deep-felt tragedies of Vrs. Stanard•s and

Jb:s. Allan' a deaths.
Indeed.1 in some instances, I have come to believe that he·
bated ani teared death to such an extent that he was trying to

-

1frite 1t awqL

In my own estimation, Poe was a victim of environment, and
like most great wr1 ters, projected. mttch of his pb;ysical surround. ·'

inga into his writing. Ha111 ot his sadistic tales,
Cask

sue~

as •The

ot Amontillado" and "Bop-Frog,• were lll'itten w.t th a desire

to •get back" at his critics

and those who had injured hia

abnormal.1¥ sensitive feelings.
not understand the allego17 -

It did not matter if the;y could
he did -

and it delighted hie ego

to feel that he waa so ta:r above his er.I.tics that he understood
where thq did

not.

He was an unhappy man with a senae of being constantq

wronged. He loved hia wife and used hw delicate health and

the dread.tu1 possibilitq of her death as a recurring theme :ln
many ot bis tales. He kept hoping that he had written

possibility other death,

'!laCh time

an-r the

discovered his hope to be

false, and 11l"Ote and wrote again to alleviate the pain.

65

He took opium to forget, and 1t arouaed in him impressions

ot such lushness that 1t was essential that he put them on paper.
He waa oonatantly' writing hia life and his bitterest thoughts

and feelings, niceq disguised, upon paper.

He would have loved

leisure in which to write, with a private and substantial income

ot his own. "The Fall ot the House of Usher" 1a a good description ot how he would have liked to live.

"The Tale

Uountd.ns"·looke also to the gentleman

Bagged

or the

or leisure and

to

me expresses wisttulneaa tor bJ'gone day's when respons1bllit1ea
weighed not so hea"1111' upon him.
He was a loneqman. Bia stories were his comfort and his

corupanJ'. In them he could lose himself and f'orget the e:dgancies

ot hi• real lite.

· came so interwoven in bis lite that he lmn not which waa which

and wrote in an agonized nightmare until he did not bow whether
what he had written was real or fancied •• aa 1n his deathbed
dreams

ot "Arthur

Gordon

PJm."

F.clgar .Allan Poe was an author of

tragedT

and wrote it

tor the world

traged7 who

to read.

lived a lite ot

Yet the worst part

ot all bis horror talea1 of all his maamtu1 poems is real, they DD ·h!a lite.

thq

were
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